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DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
The information shared in this document is not all-inclusive or
complete and is in no way intended to create or imply any element
of a contractual relationship. The primary purpose of this document
is to describe Green Energy Allies' (GEA) current plan for
informational purposes only and may be subject to change without
notice.
Any statements about future events are based solely on our analysis
of the matters described in this document, and our analysis may
prove to be incorrect. The purchase of GEA virtual purchase power
agreements (VPPA) is subject to potential risk and purchasers could
lose all or part of the value of the funds used to purchase GEA virtual
purchase power agreements (VPPA).

1. Introduction

In recent years the world has seen two major ideological shifts in
response to global issues. One, the understanding of humans' roles
in global warming has highlighted the need for human’s carbon
dioxide output to be reduced and energy use to become renewable.
Undoubtedly, human action has increased CO2 concentration in
earth's atmosphere, worsening the greenhouse gas effect. The
greenhouse gas effect, in short, is the result of increased carbon
dioxide, which traps thermal energy in earth's atmosphere and leads
to an increase of global temperatures. An increase in global
temperatures leads to a slew of issues that affect everything from
water levels to wildfires to food production. The largest pollution
sector is that of energy production. Namely, coal and fossil fuel
burning pollutes the earth for human benefit at extremely
unsustainable levels.

Mission Statement
Our mission is to help the world move towards net-zero carbon
emissions by providing an incentive driven VPPA ecosystem. Our
GEA virtual power purchase agreement based economy will provide
an alliance between individuals, energy producers, and
environmentally conscious companies all over the world.
After all, a global change is only possible if individuals and
companies come together, to form one global Green Energy
Alliance.

2. Market trends
Global Warming

Thousands of scientists and government reviewers
agreed in a 2018 UN assessment that keeping
global temperature rise below 1.5 degrees Celsius
would help humanity escape the worst climate
consequences
and
preserve
a
habitable
environment. According to existing national climate
plans, global warming will reach 2.7°C by the end of
the century.
If carbon emissions continue to rise at its current
rate, the long-term effects on the earth are
expected to be devastating. Experts predict that
extreme weather events like flooding, drought,
wildfires, and hurricanes will become more normal
and detrimental to all living things on earth. This can
be seen in recent years as places all around the
world have experienced record-high temperatures
and unseen destruction caused by weather events
Curbing the spread of climate change is possible,
however, while climate change causing emissions
originate worldwide and harm everyone, some
nations are doing their part to combat emissions.
The 100 countries with the lowest emissions account
.

for 3% of global emissions. The ten nations with the
highest emissions account for 68% of total
emissions. Everyone must take climate action, but
those who contribute the most to the problem bear
a heavier burden of responsibility.
Many climate change solutions can improve our
lives while also saving the environment. We also
have global accords like the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change and the Paris
Agreement to guide our efforts. Cutting emissions,
adapting to climate consequences, and funding
essential modifications are three main types of
action.

Switching from fossil fuels to renewables such as
solar and wind will lower the emissions that cause
climate change. But we need to get started right
now. While a rising number of nations are pledging
to achieve net-zero emissions by 2050, around half
of all emissions reductions must be implemented by
2030 to keep global warming below 1.5°C. Between
2020 and 2030, fossil fuel production must fall by
about 6% each year.

Trends in Energy Production
Fossil-based fuels now fulfill 80% of the energy
demanded worldwide. Existing profiles show that the
globe remains highly reliant on them, resulting in
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Given the wellestablished relationship between fossil fuel usage,
greenhouse gas emissions, and climate change,
satisfying the energy demands of a rapidly rising
global population would necessitate significant
changes for global energy infrastructure. By 2050, it
is anticipated that roughly 25,000 GW of low-carbon
energy would be required to meet the worldwide
community's goal of lowering GHG emissions and
mitigating climate change's deleterious impacts.
However, transitioning to a renewable based energy
market is possible, thanks to falling costs of
renewable technologies, innovative storage systems,
and
digitalization.
Government
and
policy
involvement appear to be the biggest stumbling
point. Government agencies continue to subsidize
fossil fuels, and rules continue to favor centralized,
high carbon energy production and consumption,
making heating, cooling, and transportation the
slowest sectors to catch up to the trend.

Renewable Energy Market and
Projection
Individuals transitioning to renewables has become
a straightforward decision as the top low-cost
alternative to fossil fuels. Renewable energy capacity
is rapidly outpacing traditional energy production
technologies. Fossil fuel sources still account for the
majority of global energy consumption, but
renewables are not far off. The share of global
electricity from renewables grew from 18% in 2009 to
nearly 28% in 2020.
It might be a substantial advance as the globe
works to fulfill the net-zero carbon emission
objectives set forth by governments in the Paris
Climate Agreement. Around three-quarters of all
greenhouse gasses released by human activities are
attributed to the energy industry.

According to the International Energy Agency, green
power will need to be the primary world energy
source to reduce emissions. According to the report
done by The International Energy Agency, half of the
world's energy demands would have to be satisfied
by electricity generated in a net-zero manner by
2040.

Given the rate at which the cost of renewable
energy is falling, it’s only a matter of time before
renewables become the primary source of our
electricity. Several countries have committed to
achieving net-zero carbon emissions by 2050, and
as a result, renewable energy is projected to
account for more than half of the world’s electricity
generation by 2050.

Historically, renewables were expensive and lacked
competitive pricing power relative to fossil fuels.
However, this has changed notably over the last
decade.
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Globally, hydropower is by far the largest modern
renewable source, but wind and solar power has
been growing the most in recent years.

The maintenance of the solar panels is very low.
If you want to install it in your home, it is most
likely that one cleaning a year will be enough.

Within renewable energies, solar energy has
acquired greater importance and a growing
presence. This is because there are numerous
advantages to solar energy in comparison to other
types of clean energy, some of these advantages
are:

The solar panels also have a guarantee of about
20 to 25 years, making this type of product the
best long-term option.

It is clean energy that helps to reduce the carbon
footprint significantly. Thanks to its use, we avoid
the generation of greenhouse gasses and do not
pollute during their generation or their use.
There is only minuscule pollution when creating
solar panels.
Inexhaustible and renewable, since it comes
from the sun, it is obtained through panels.
Photovoltaic solar cells convert sunlight directly
into
electricity
through
the
so-called
photoelectric effect, by which certain materials
are capable of absorbing photons (light
particles) and releasing electrons, generating an
electric current.

3. What is GEA?
GEA stands for Green Energy Allies, as it is our mission
to act as an alliance between green energy production
and everyday people. The Green Energy Allies do this
by offering a rewarding renewable energy ecosystem
powered by the GEA VPPA. GEA offers a new method to
access renewable energy for individuals and
businesses through its application. Our ecosystem will
reward users for their VPPAs through profit
redistribution, discounts based on user rank, and the
ability to raise and vote on petitions for future projects
and partnerships. The Green Energy Allies want to
transform the way our planet is powered by creating
an ecosystem that directly invests in production of
green energy and returns profits to its investors.
GEA’s ecosystem offers incentives for individual use in a
variety of ways. The purchase of GEA VPPAs will be
used for the construction of renewable energy plants.
Holders of the GEA VPPAs will receive 75% of profit from
the energy produced and sold by GEA. Users will also
benefit from receiving exclusive deals and promotions
based on their credit holdings. As users obtain more
VPPAs, they will receive better and a more diverse array
of benefits and rewards.

GEA’s ecosystem will also include a petition system to
promote community involvement. High ranking users
will be able to raise a variety of petitions. They will be
able to raise a petition for future projects to potentially
be undertaken by the GEA team, raise petitions to
suggest future application features, and raise petitions
for future partnerships fruitful to the community. The
GEA community will then be able to vote on these
petitions, the top voted petitions will be reviewed by the
GEA team.

“A transition to clean energy is about making an investment
in our future”
(Gloria Reuben)
How does GEA combat global warming through
renewable energy solutions?
by investing in renewable energy production,
large scale via green energy plants;
incentivizing the purchase of renewable energy
products
by
strategic
partnerships
with
renewable energy producers;
by partnering with companies that are not in the
renewable energy industry to scale and
incentivize wider investments in green energy;
raising awareness
partnerships;

through

advertising

and

VPPAs fee
A portion of the purchase cost is meant to reward
and incentivize those that choose to hold GEA VPPAs
and secure the health of the project. Static rewards
are used to give holders automatic reflections
simply by holding the VPPA's.
In the future, we hope our early investors will benefit
from holding long-term by owning a VPPA that can
secure their energy needs well into the future.
For more on the VPPA fee and GEA VPPA allocation,
see section 4 on VPPA Economy.

Partnerships
GEA aims to partner with a multitude of businesses.
We believe businesses big and small, climate
conscious or not, can all benefit from partnering with
GEA’s ecosystem. Companies and organizations
may consider a partnership with GEA because of the
investment in renewable energy production, our
growing customer base that will be introduced to
their business, future profits by holding a growing
asset, and/or to improve their public opinion.
GEA aims to partner with companies in the
renewable energy industry as naturally, our
company's values align. Renewable energy
associations would benefit from partnering with GEA
for increased accessibility to their product from our
customer base, to increase their green energy
investment, and as potential to be a product
provider when creating our own renewable energy
plants.
Our ecosystem is also an excellent option for
companies which are not in the renewable energy
industry already. As it would assist in the growing

need for renewable energy and would help manage
their public opinion. This is true for companies of any
kind, retail, service, manufacturing, distribution, etc.
We believe that the benefits of the GEA VPPA's will
provide opportunities for endless partnerships. The
opportunity to have a green partner, improve public
opinion, facilitate growth in renewable energy
production, and increase their product audience
make for a golden, or perhaps ‘green’, opportunity.

Renewable Energy Plant
GEA’s goal in creating renewable energy plants is to
provide earth-friendly energy on a large scale. We
envision a few different options for our renewable
energy production. Our primary option is to create
renewable energy plants that can produce and
provide energy to the world. This energy can be
used to combat standard energy production and
help us combat the future sustainability of the Earth.

Green Energy Allies App
Green Energy Allies will develop an application
supported by Android and IOS operating systems
where users can purchase and hold their GEA
VPPA's. Within the application, users can see their
contributions towards the renewable energy projects
and get news and updates on the construction of
GEA’s renewable energy plants and our partnerships.
Green
Energy
Allies
believes
in
complete
transparency and the community's involvement in
achieving a greener future.
Within the app, users will hold a rank based on their
VPPA's. As users increase ranks they will receive a
better and more diverse array of deals and
discounts. Users will also be able to raise petitions
and vote on petitions regarding future projects,
future features, and future partnerships.

CONTACT
Green Energy Allies GmbH
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+43 699 18338872

